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What Happened Last Week

The FDA ended 2020 with a flurry of EUAs. While many were amendments to existing EUAs,
there were also two authorizations of at home tests.

Abbott BinaxNOW

Ellume Antigen Test


At-Home Antigen Test  


Online ordering and
prescription through
partner, eMed


Capacity projections: 

Q1: 10 million/month 

Q2: 30 million/month  

t linked to NAVICA app

Da a

Quidel QuickVue Rapid
Antigen Test


Fully at home with no Rx
needed for age 2 and above   


No instrument point of care
(POC) test   


Low capacity projections: 

7.5 million/month by June  


Capacity projections: will
rise from 10 million/month
to 40 million/month by June

Results only visible on
smartphone. Zip code data
collected

Ellume’s test is unique as it does not require any prescription and will be available Over the Counter. 


The most significant and relevant EUA amendments were for sample pooling. There are now 19 EUA’s
for pooling from 2 to 12 samples and testing them at once.  


What to Watch for this Week 


01/04/2021


On January 4th, FDA issued an unusual Safety Communication about the Curative PCR test, focused
on the importance of using the test according to the label and re-iterating the risk of false negatives.  



There is a continued focus on using testing to quickly, safely, and sustainably reopen K-12 Schools.
(See Rockefeller Foundation Taking Back Control Plan). One provider, Ginkgo Bioworks is piloting a
classroom pooling method in which they link regional testing labs with schools in their area. Up to 25
anterior nasal swabs can be combined together and tested as a pool. The offering is for surveillance
testing only and does not include individual diagnostic testing to identify the positive in the pool. 


New & Noteworthy

New studies on real world performance of antigen tests.
A comparison of seven rapid antigen tests found that the sensitivity range for most overlaps with
viral load figures typically observed in the first week of symptoms, the most infectious period in the
majority of patients.

 

A study that compared the Sofia antigen test with an RT-PCR assay found the Sofia antigen test had
a sensitivity of 80.0% among symptomatic persons and of 41.2% when used for screening of
asymptomatic persons. 



A real world evidence study of Abbott’s BinaxNOW found that the BinaxNOW test had 100%
sensitivity for persons with the highest viral loads (a PCR CT value of less than 30) across all age
groups, 98.5% sensitivity for those with high viral loads (a CT value of less than 35), and 89%
across all participants.

SalivaDirect, an open source lab PCR protocol out of Yale,
now has 79 labs in 31 states. The self-reported capacity of
these labs is 363,310 test/day. The RNA extraction free
system lowers the cost and time to process PCR samples.

Food for Thought

Turnaround time is critical to the utility of a test. As of this week, Medicare will pay the full amount
($100) only for tests that take 2 days or less and a discounted rate ($75) for tests that take longer. A
standard definition of turnaround time should be established (either from sample collection to result
or arrival at lab to result) and tracked in a centralized manner. 



Slower than planned vaccine rollout, potential for low uptake, and a more transmissible new virus
variant mean nursing homes and other vulnerable congregate living sites will need to double down
on testing staff and residents. Rapid antigen tests with high sensitivity rates used at the door can be
a powerful tool in minimizing the number of infected individuals who enter facilities.  


Latest Monthly Capacity Estimates
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